Remote Control Programming Instructions for CL-920 series

- Please view the video for Track Assembling if needed.
- Please insert the Motor securely into the Track.

(You should hear a click when the Motor is correctly inserted and safely locked)
(To unlock the Motor, push in the “red knob” and pull the Motor off the Track)

Important Notes

Do NOT program the Motor until the Track is fully tested working properly by hand as follow:
- Hand move the Master Carrier back and forth the whole track a few times to make sure the
Master Carrier is moving smoothly along the track.

Pair the Remote Control and the Motor(see video: http://www.powercurtain.com/installation2_CL920.shtml)
- Insert AAA batteries to the Remote Control.
- Select channel# (upper blue light = #1; lower blue light = #2; both blue lights = #3).
- On the Motor, press inside the “pin hole” (a few seconds) with a pin till the “light” is on.
- Press Remote Control“ ^ “ Arrow Up button (i.e. “Coding/Open” button) 2 to 3 times,
the Motor “light” will blink 3 times and done.

Program the Motor

- Press Arrow Up (Open) or Arrow Down (Close) button on the Remote Control to let the Master Carrier(s)
travel the track completely to the end (Do not stop it, let it stop by itself).
- Repeat 3 to 4 times.The Motor will be counting and memorizing the distance during these running.
- Now it is ready to operate: Open, Close or Stop by the Remote Control.
Note
If you have multiple channel Remote Control or more than 1 Remote Control, you may repeat the above
Pairing and Programming to the same Motor which is able to learn multiple channels from Remote Control(s).

Clearing Channel#

- On the Motor, press and hold the “pin hole” with a pintill the „light” is on.
- Then again, press and hold the same “pin hole” a few seconds till the “light” blinks 3 times and goes off. Done.

Clearing Travel Limit

Press and hold the “pin hole” till light is on, then press the pin hole 3 times. “Light” blinks 3 times and goes off. Done.

Revering the Motor Turning Direction

- On the Motor, press and hold the “pin hole” till the “light” is on,
- On the Remote Control, press the Close button (“V” Arrow Down button) a couple times.
The Motor “light” will blink 3 times and goes off.Done.
Questions? Email to: Support@PowerCurtain.com

